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Grade 1 & 2 



 

Sunflowers Garden 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

sunflowers plant garden digs soil roots leaves 

water clouds light sun energy 

Emily likes to grow                                   . May is the month 

when Emily plants her                              . Emily likes the fresh 

air in her backyard. Emily                          a hole for each 

plant. This makes the                            loose, so the  

can grow. Between each hole, Emily                             room for 

each plant’s growth. 

Emily puts her mixture of                           food around each 

                           . Then Emily gives them some                          . 

Even when there are                              , the garden gets  

from the                      each day. The plants get    

from the                      . Emily loves                                      .                                           

 Draw a sunflower in the flowerpot. 

 Write about growing sunflowers using  

vocabulary words below. 

 

 

clouds sunflower mixture seed energy growth plant water 



 

Ladybugs Are Beetles 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

warm cold gardens big small plants beetle 

There are many kinds of beetles. They live in places that can 

get                         . They do not live where it stays                  . 

Beetles come in many shapes.  

They come in many                         . Some beetles are               . 

Others can be                         . Ladybugs are small beetles. 

They eat bugs that hurt                                      . Some beetles 

eat                             , dead animals, or waste. One in every 

four animals is a                             . 

 

 Draw a ladybugs in a garden. 

 Write about Beetles using vocabulary words below. 

animal garden small beetle 

plant waste 

 

colours 



 

Turtles Home 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

reptile warm eggs digs sand covers 

A turtle is a                                . Reptiles need the sun to stay 

                             . Turtles hatch from                        . The 

mother turtle                           a hole in the  

and lays her                            there. Then mother turtle  

them with                        . The baby turtles use their beaks to 

break open their                     . Then they dig to the top of 

the                             .    

 

 Draw the turtle. 

 Write about Turtles using word bank below. 

beaks hatch sand break 

reptile turtle 

 



 

Birds in the Spring 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

birds cold spring bush nest mud grass 

eggs hatch fly 

We see                             when it is warm. Birds fly south when 

it is                             . In the                         , they fly north. 

The mother bird finds a place in a tree or                      . There 

she makes her                      . She uses dry                      , dry 

twigs, and soft                   . The mud holds the 

together. Birds’ nests are strong. Then soft                        and 

hairs are added. This makes the                     very soft inside. 

Birds lay two, three or four light blue                    . The baby 

birds                   in about two weeks. Two weeks later, they are 

ready to                      . 

 Draw the bird’s nest and write the bird’s name in the blank below. 

 Write about Birds using words bank below. 

bird nest south eggs 

north spring 

 

 

 



 

Cold Weather Outside 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

rainy coats snowy snowman snowballs windy 

freezing sunny 

At school, we go outside to play if it isn’t                                    . 

When it is cold, we wear                         outside. Some days, 

someone forgets to wear a coat.  

The teachers has spare                            for this. On 

days, we make                                       and women. We roll up 

big                                     . But we can’t throw  

at school. If it is                              , we have to stay inside on 

                                  days. We also have to stay inside when it 

is below                                   . I like                              days 

when the weather is dry. I love                              days best of 

all, especially when it’s                                     . 

cloudy 

 Draw the snowman. 

 Write about the Weather using Vocabulary 

cloudy rainy stormy weather 

especially spare 

 

sunny windy 

 



 

Owls in the Night 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

Owls fly feathers prey glow dark ears 

hear bugs mice rats 

                              live almost everywhere on Earth.  

All the different kinds, or species, of owl hunt at night.  

There                                    make no sound when they              . 

This lets the owl sneak up on its                         . An owl’s large 

eyes seem to                            in the                       . It has to 

turn its head to see in different directions. Its                           

are huge holes in the skull. They hear much better than human 

ears. The owl can                            a twig break from far away.  

                              help us by eating                      and rodents, 

such as                            and                          . 

 Draw the owl. 

 Write about Owls using Vocabulary Words below. 

directions prey skull 

feathers rodents species 

 

 



 

Chubby Cheeked Chipmunks 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

squirrel food tunnels nests tails hibernate winter 

months chipmunks 

Chipmunks are part of the                                  family. They 

eat                               , fruit, grain, insects, nuts and seeds. 

These animals have pouches in their cheeks to carry                    

to their homes. Some                                      live in burrows 

with                               and store rooms. Some build 

in bushes. Others live in hollow logs or stumps.  

When                                        are afraid, they run with their  

                             Up straight in the air. These animals make 

warning noises. They sound like a chirping bird.  

Chipmunks                                      , or sleep a lot, in                . 

They still need to eat during winter                         . This is easy 

for them because, like                                , chipmunks  

save                               for                               . 

berries 

 Draw the chipmunk. 

 Write about Chipmunks using Vocabulary Words below. 

burrow hibernate store 

food home warning 

 

 

squirrels 



 

Cows Moos 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

cheese milk cow Farmers glasses 

Milk, butter, and                             come from dairy cows. A 

dairy cow has a large udder that fills with                      . The 

udder is located between the back legs. It is washed and dried 

before the                        is milked to keep the 

Clean. Cows are fed grain while they are milked. Farmers 

dairy cow twice each day. Milking was once done by hand. 

Farmers             on stools to milk the cows. Now machines 

the cows. They are black and white. During a dairy cow’s  

lifetime, it can make about 200,000                                   milk. 

of 

 Draw a cow and write the cow name in the blank below. 

 Write about Cows using word bank below. 

dairy grain lifetime farmer 

Holstein machine 

 

 

 



 

Spiders 

Fill in the missing words blank line. 

Words Bank 

crawl spiders insects eggs three legs South Pole 

Spiders 

They creep, they                          , and they spin. They jump, they 

hunt, and they hide.                                are not                        . 

Spiders are arachnids. Arachnids have two body parts and 

eight                    . Insects have                          body parts and 

six                      . Webs are used by                            for more 

than catching prey. Some spiders build                      to hold 

their                      . Spiders have lived on Earth. There are more 

than 30,000 species of                          . Their habitat is found 

in jungles, deserts, and mountains.                                 live  

Everywhere except the                                                             . 

webs 

 Draw the spiders in the web 

 Write about Spiders using Vocabulary Words below. 

arachnids habitat attracting insects species 

 
 


